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a dot (+ Astura Code added when the drawing was made by Ashayana -
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center ( + Astura Code). It has also been called "The Eye of
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the center (+ Astura Code). It has also been called ·rhe Eye of
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Three passages (Astura Passage) was needed in order to override the blockages and
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segments of the Astura Chambers associated with the Seeding Three Ascension Passage
(including
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the Seeding Three Astura and Seeding Two Aquafereion Krystal Heart Ascension Passages.
A"sha also
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with both the Astura and Krystal Heart Passages superimposed on it. Saturday 26 May
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StarFire Maps, the Astura Passage, the "Caduceus" Circuit with the distorted Ankh Flow
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the Seeding-3 Astura Passage on Seeding-2 Advanced NaVAHo coding. Cusco Peru Thursday

Cusco channel of Astura passage opens on NaVAHo Code. Cusco Peru Staurday May 26,

Cusco to A2 Astura channel opens. Machu Picchu "Day 1" Hetharo Sunday May

Gate-7 "Astura Loop" between Machu Picchu (Aurora-2 Cloud City anchor
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3 Aquafereion EtorA Astura Passage Core Flow Chambers. Machu Picchu "Day 2" Monday

Seeding-3 "Astura Passage" to Seeding-2 Aquafereion- NaVAHo "Krystal Heart Passage"
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the Seeding-3 Astura Passage, expanding the smaller EtorA Astura Passage into the larger

the smaller EtorA Astura Passage into the larger Aquafereion NaVAHo Krystal Heart Passage
from

Earth "s Astura passage by the Atlantian "Sovereign Knights of the Golden

Seal") has disabled Astura Passage activation on Earth & within the human gene code

the Seeding-3 Astura Passage & Seeding-2 Aquafereion NaVAHo Passage, the Krystal River
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was called the Astura Passage. That"s that shape, right? I get totally dyslexic sometimes

arm) that"s the Astura. That"s actually a shape of passageways. We"ll see a bit

looked at one Astura shape, and imagined that on one, what are called fire

lines. Imagine one Astura on each of those lines, being a passage that runs

were originally 12 Astura passages. When the Astura passages activate, if they activate what

passages. When the Astura passages activate, if they activate what are called the Spanner

directly with the Asturas, what they do is they actually twist the Asturas and

actually twist the Asturas and try to take power off them. They create what

energy off the Astura passages and creating artificial electricity. They"re still doing it That"s

run on the Astura, like a vertical axis through the Astura, and they actually

axis through the Astura, and they actually empower the Astura, and the reason the

actually empower the Astura, and the reason the Krystal Heart Passages from Seeding 2,

3 passages, the Asturas, and nobody would have gotten out, and we would have

?line. The Astura passage that was on the 7 line, and therefore the
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than the simple Astura passage, which is the A-shaped one that I showed

passages of the Astura. So, we are activating this passage. At the center here,
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chamber of the Astura, when we were in Peru, because we headed them off
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chambers and the Astura chambers, but also with the Cadeucus chambers that run on

run on the Asturas, that have taken over the Asturas and tried to run

taken over the Asturas and tried to run the Asturas on reverse frequency. So,

to run the Asturas on reverse frequency. So, we"ve been given a heads up
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we have the Astura passages running from Seeding 3. And then from Seeding 2
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there are the Astura Passage sets from Seeding 3 and most especially the Krystal

come through the Astura Passages that actually create the potential of the Gyrodome field,
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it through the Astura passages that go down through the center and then come
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talked about the Astura passage. I guess I could put this right over this.

would be the Astura 7 Passage. Let me get these lined up right. There"s

the Seeding 3 Astura Passage, that would be Astura 7 passage, pardon me. This

that would be Astura 7 passage, pardon me. This is ShAion 7. This is
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connects into the Astura passage this way. It goes from ShAion 7 to Phoenix.

part of the Astura Passage. Then we went from Cuzco ... oh, and then

of, on the Astura line ... it"s not perfect but it gives you ...

guy was the Astura passage from the Seeding 3 races, right, and it goes

Each of the Astura Passages has a Spanner loop where that, remember it just
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they"re hijacking the Astura passages, like before they had their Spanners activated, they
were
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are on the Astura passages and then the Krystal Heart Passages. Now, if we

all, what the Astura ones look like. If you put the 12 of them

take just the Astura passage, right, before it has its loop ... that was

that was the Astura A that we"ve been having as the Azurite A, part

right. So, the Astura passage becomes a Spanner passage that has the ability to
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to hijack the Astura passages, they will have to activate the Krystal Hearts on
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of the new Astura and the Krystal Heart of Aquareion passages in the planetary
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activations that the Astura, in its modified form reflecting the opening of the spanner

closing of the Astura tip here, alright, we didn"t know that that was going

is effectively an Astura Shield or a network of passageways which corresponds to the

to update the Astura and I looked at it as it was when the

idea of the Astura Shield was born and the need for it was so

together with the Astura. Now what we"re seeing the beginning of the critical passageways

have both the Astura passages and the Krystal Heart Now, when these are brought
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links through the Astura ... in this case the Astura and the Sacred Heart

this case the Astura and the Sacred Heart passageways through the planetary shield and

lines represent the Astura and the sacred heart passageways. They are brought down
through
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you have your Astura Passages ... they were the Seeding 3 Passages. These were
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part of the Astura Chamber. Now, if the others, the fallen angelics from the
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is the full Astura Passage that we are opening, and now because of the

just from the Astura Passages. And it will literally create a "Rolling Blanket"
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are called the Astura Passages. The Astura Passages are the passages on the Planet

Astura Passages. The Astura Passages are the passages on the Planet through which the

Gates. So the Astura Passages form the smaller Spanner Gates between Earth and Urtha
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the Seeding-3 Astura Passages and to polarize it and reverse part of it
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run and the Astura Passages run- not to mention the Cadeucus Passages that interface
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You have the Astura Passage. These layers correspond to that more technical looking Vertical

Peru, the whole Astura loop and all of these, you can"t see them right
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the Seeding-3 Astura Passages. The Caduceuses were made to actually take over these,

over these, the Astura Passages. Astura Passages were actually, they were used for Seeding-

the Astura Passages. Astura Passages were actually, they were used for Seeding-3 but

trying to activate Astura, the Spanner-? Astura Passage and loop. They are activating this

Astura, the Spanner-? Astura Passage and loop. They are activating this monster and they

passages, to the Astura Passages, the 12 Astura Passages and the 12 Krystal Heart

Passages, the 12 Astura Passages and the 12 Krystal Heart Passages that run on
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has a basic Astura Shield, because it came in on the Amenti Mission. So

would have the Astura Passages, at minimum, and that is only if you came

not But the Astura ones, everyone would have. And everyone would also have the
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the Seeding-2 Astura Passages. This is how they are formed You have one

have one Spanner Astura Passage. When the spanner is opened on it, its loop

gives you the Astura set, and the Astura seL then this one is showing

set, and the Astura seL then this one is showing you by itself the

Seeding-2- the Asturas were from Seeding-3- from Seeding-2 were the larger

You put the Astura Passage and the Krystal Heart Passage together, you end up
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are called the Astura Passages. So there"s a whole bunch of big level things
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them are the Astura Flows and others of them are called the Krystal Heart
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to as the Astura passages. These were the Seeding 3 passages that were used

that is an Astura passage. That"s one Astura passage. This would be two Asturas

passage. That"s one Astura passage. This would be two Asturas linked together. They form

would be two Asturas linked together. They form a loop. This loop forms here,
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this one. The Asturas and these go together. Let me see if I have

they form. The Astura passages are what form the lotus petals of the LUma
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VA-ho and Astura core flows open" Now, the Na-VA-ho flows are

8 flows An Astura is half of one of these petals. Then, the opposite

Then, the opposite Astura is the AdorA side, so the Astura that we came

side, so the Astura that we came to know as the AzurA "A"

side of the Astura passages that form the petals. Then the AdorA side comes

VA-ho and Astura core flows open, activating the organic Kristiac ElumEiradhona, which is
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Passages and the Astura Passages. When you put the ElorA side, our side of

side of the Astura Passages together with their reversed reflection from the AdorA side

the Core Flow Astura Flows, the Lotus Petal Flows. So that said, next one
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one side, the Astura Passage, the "Azurite A". It has one side of
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S"s. And the Astura Passages, that form the Petals and all of that, right?
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would have the Astura Passage it"s called, which is the Azurite-A. And you
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just showing one Astura Passage, and when all the Astura Passages activate, they from

when all the Astura Passages activate, they from that double one. When that AdorA
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Ho 8 & Astura ~"Double Lotus" The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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the Seeding-3 Astura, and Seeding-2 Krystal-Heart Aquafereion Ascension Passages; the
Aquafereion-
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6 introduces the Astura Passages (passages through which Seeding-3 Aquafereion Races
were
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Spanner Gates, the Astura & Na-VA-HO Passages & Krystal-Heart Gate Networks,
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